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Rigid organic molds for nanoimprint lithography by replica molding
of high glass transition temperature polymers
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c/o Dipartimento di Ingegneria dell’Innovazione, Universita` di Lecce, via Arnesano, I-73100 Lecce, Italy
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The glass transition of polycarbonate resins of high softness temperature is exploited to realize rigid
polymeric replicas of master patterns, with no need for antisticking layers and applied pressure.
Such replicas enable the transfer of patterns onto polymers having a lower glass-transition
temperature by nanoimprint lithography. As a demonstration, we show the pattern transfer onto
poly~methylmethacrylate!, which demonstrates good fidelity and remarkable simplicity of the
process. ©2004 American Vacuum Society.@DOI: 10.1116/1.1767108#

I. INTRODUCTION

Nanoimprint lithography~NIL ! ~Refs. 1 and 2! exploits
the glass transition of organic compounds to transfer, with
very high fidelity, master patterns realized by photo- or
electron-beam lithography. As opposed to soft lithography-
type methods, such as microcontact printing3 or capillary
force lithography,3–5 which are based on the conformal con-
tact between the target polymer and the elastomeric replica
of the original master, NIL employs rigid molds under pres-
sure. After placing the mold onto the polymeric film, the
system is driven above the glass transition temperature,Tg ,
of the target and a pressure in the range of 102– 104 psi is
applied. In this way, the polymer takes the shape of the mas-
ter. Different physical mechanisms are involved in such a
process, including the elastic response of the polymer, its
viscous response to external stress, and its anelastic behavior
determined by the flexibility of the macromolecules.6 A
dominant role is played by the viscous flow of the polymeric
molecules under pressure, due to the high mobility, i.e., the
low viscosity, occurring aboveTg . The final and most criti-
cal step is the subsequent cooling down belowTg , as the
vitrification which occurs upon cooling freezes the pattern
into the target polymer, so that the mold can be finally re-
leased.

The polymeric pattern, achieved without exposure to ra-
diation, development, or etching processes, can then be ex-
ploited as a mask for etching or lift-off processes, or as a
device itself, as in the case of functional materials like or-
ganic semiconductors. The flexibility, the large-area opera-
tion, and the low cost make NIL a very promising route to
nanofabrication. The realization by imprinting of direct
three-dimensional patterning,7 nanoscale field effect
transistors,8 metal–semiconductor–metal photodetectors,9

and sub-10 nm structures10 have been demonstrated so far.
The peculiarity of soft lithography11 is to replicate the

pattern, instead of fabricating it. Nevertheless, to date, the
realization of high-resolution molds for NIL has to be carried
out by traditional, and expensive, lithographic techniques.
The master replication into thermocurable polymers has been

recently suggested.12 Such a replica molding process exploits
the in situ polymerization of a thermosetting compound,
similar to the procedure used to produce elastomeric replicas
in poly~dimethylsiloxane!. To optimize the pattern transfer to
such replicas,12 which are rigid and, hence, suitable for NIL,
a pressure of about 1500 psi is applied during polymerization
in combination with the deposition of a Teflon®-like anti-
sticking layer on the master.

Reproducing the master patterns into replicated molds,
possibly without using ultraviolet radiation, external pres-
sure, and antisticking layers, is a very important issue for
nanoimprinting. This would prolong the life of the master,
enable positive-tone imprinting, and lower the overall cost of
the lithography. In this article, we suggest a route to realize
rigid polymeric replicas to be used as molds for NIL. Our
approach is based on a simple replica molding procedure,
exploiting the glass transition of a polymer with highTg ,
which is subsequently employed for NIL of other compounds
of lower Tg . So, the same physical mechanism~glass tran-
sition of amorphous compounds and subsequent cooling! is
exploited in both steps of lithography: Replica molding and
imprinting. In the master replication, no pressure and no an-
tisticking layer are needed.

II. EXPERIMENT

Master patterns were fabricated onto quartz substrates by
electron-beam lithography with a Leica LION LVI system
working at an acceleration energy of 2.5 keV, followed by a
reactive ion etching. They have area of about 2 cm2 and
spatial profile of period,L>1.2 mm, with features of about
300 nm and an etch depth between 200 and 500 nm. Rigid
polymeric replicas were realized by placing a commercial
polycarbonate resin~Lexan 123R, GE Plastics Europe, The
Netherlands, melting point between 280 and 300 °C! onto the
masters on a hot plate set at 300 °C. The effective tempera-
ture on the upper surface of the master was about 210 °C,
and the time for a complete pattern transfer was about 5 min.
After the system cools down, the rigid polymeric replica was
easily separated from the original master by hand. A small
downward force~around 0.5 kN for a 1 mm2 large replica!
can be applied in order to obtain polymer elements with a
flatter upper side; however, the pattern transfer to polycar-
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bonate is successful also without external pressure. No ten-
dency of the polymer to adhere to the master during the
replication was observed, which allowed us to not use anti-
sticking layers.

The NIL process was then performed on films of
poly~methylmethacrylate! ~PMMA! with a molecular weight
of 120 K ~Aldrich Chem., MO,Tg>120 °C) and 950 K~Al-
lresist, Germany,Tg>130 °C), spin cast on GaAs and Si
substrates with a thickness between 280 nm and about 1mm.
In order to prevent the adhesion of the polymer replica to the
target during NIL, we carried out NIL after spin casting on
polycarbonate a solution of octadecyltrichlorosilane~OTS!
in 2,2,4-trimethylpentane~4:1000 v/v! at 6000 rpm for 40 s.
In contrast to the elastomeric elements, which spontaneously
adhere to the target materials, rigid replicas need an applied
pressure to transfer the pattern to the target polymers. The
NIL process on PMMA 950 K and 120 K was performed at
temperatures of 100 and 120 °C, respectively, with a pressure
around 104 psi applied by a precision manual press~PW100
P/O/Weber, Germany!.13

Scanning electron microscopy~SEM! and atomic force
microscopy~AFM! ~Digital NanoScope, CA! measurements
were carried out on both the replicas and the imprinted
samples. A few nm thick metal layer was thermally evapo-
rated onto the polymeric replicas to facilitate the morpho-
logical investigation.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Physical mechanism of nanoimprint lithography

Even if the microscopic origin of the glass transition phe-
nomenology is still an open issue of condensed matter phys-
ics, it is well known that, with decreasing temperature, the
structural relaxation time,t, and the viscosity,h, undergo a
steep increase, as a consequence of the drastic decrease of
the mobility of the molecules constituting the liquid. In fact,
the temperature dependence of the relaxation time is usually
well described by the Vogel–Fulcher–Tamman~VFT!
law:14,15

t~T!5t0 exp@DT0 /~T2T0!#, ~1!

wheret0 is the relaxation time at very high temperatures,D
is referred to as the strength parameter, andT0 is the tem-
perature at which the divergence of the relaxation time is
predicted. By employing a sufficiently high cooling rate, the
temperature variation may become faster than the character-
istic relaxation time by which the system returns to the ther-
modynamic equilibrium after an external perturbation. In
such a condition, one is able to freeze the disordered struc-
ture, which is typical of liquids, into a solidlike matrix.

Besides other factors,6 the pattern transfer during the im-
printing process arises from a similar mechanism: The time
scale of the structural rearrangement of the target polymer
~‘‘relaxation’’ ! has to be shorter than the interval during
which the system is kept at high temperature~‘‘observation’’
window! and during which the target takes the shape of the
mold. Consequently, phenomenological laws, such as the
VFT equation, can be employed to determine the tempera-

ture, T, needed for imprinting. For instance, if one wants a
satisfactory pattern transfer by an imprinting time of 10 s,
one could choose the temperature:

T5T01
DT0

ln@100/t0#
5T01

DT0

F~D,T0 ,Tg!
, ~2!

where t0 is expressed in seconds, andF(x,y,z)>xy/z2y
22.3. Lower temperatures can, of course, be applied with a
longer process duration.

In this work, we exploit the glass transition phenomenol-
ogy not only for the final pattern transfer to the target, but
also for the replica molding. This allows a master replication
without both applied pressure and antisticking layers.
The complete process of master replication and imprinting,
summarized in Fig. 1, requires less than 20 min and is one
of the most rapid pattern transfers so far reported for soft
lithography.

B. Fabrication of rigid polymeric molds

A suitable material for the polymeric replicas should have
a softness temperature considerably higher than that of all
the target polymers to be patterned by NIL. In other words,
at the temperature of NIL, the structural relaxation time of
the material of the replica has to be much longer than that of
the target, in order to ensure the rigidity under the pressure
applied to transfer the pattern. To elucidate the working
mechanisms of the proposed method, namely the use of an
intermediate high-Tg polymer mold to transfer the pattern,
we chose three prototype systems with physically reliable
temperature dynamics parameters~Fig. 2!. A detailed list of
these structural parameters for a very wide range of com-
pounds can be found in Ref. 15. Here, we consider three
molecules whose relaxation times are described by Eq.~1!,
having Tg>190 °C @Fig. 2~a!—similar to high-Tg polycar-
bonates#, 170 °C @Fig. 2~b!—like some polystyrenes#, and
140 °C @Fig. 2~c!—analogous to PMMA#, respectively. As
indicated in Fig. 2, besides the contribution oft0 , the struc-
tural dynamics of a polymer@Fig. 2~a!# is much slower than
that of polymer@Fig. 2~b!# depending on the value ofD, and

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the process of master replication and imprint-
ing ~features are not in scale!.
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much slower than polymer@Fig. 2~c!# depending on the
value ofT0 . These behaviors are very general: The molecu-
lar structure~namely, the molecular weight and the degree of
steric hindrance! determines how easily the polymer network
is frozen upon decreasing temperature, and higher values of
Tg are associated with a slower structural dynamics.

Consequently, polymers@Fig. 2~a!#, characterized by a
slower dynamics~higher Tg) can be employed to fabricate
molds for NIL processes having as target polymers, Figs.
2~b! and 2~c! ~for instance, at temperatures around 180 °C for
compounds of Fig. 2!. In fact, we used a thermoplastic poly-

carbonate resin with high glass transition temperature to sub-
sequently imprint PMMA, which hasTg between 120 and
130 °C.

In our experiments, polycarbonate in the glassy state was
directly placed on the master and then the temperature was
driven above the glass transition of the resin to allow a ther-
moplastic adhesion to the master, and consequently the pat-
tern transfer to the replica. The uniformity over a large area
of the replicated structure and its excellent definition are
shown in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!, respectively. The final result of
the replica molding process was a negative copy of the origi-
nal pattern.

C. Imprint procedure and results

Figures 4~a! and 4~b! show the polymeric replica of the
starting master and the final grating obtained on PMMA 950
K, respectively, imaged by AFM. Comparing the image of
the final grating~Fig. 5! with those of the quartz master~Fig.
5! demonstrates the good fidelity achieved with the replica-
tion procedure. The cross sections of the master, of the poly-
carbonate elements, and of the final polymer grating~Fig. 6!,
also show a good pattern transfer. 300 nm sized features

FIG. 3. SEM images of the pattern replicated into a high-Tg polycarbonate
element.

FIG. 2. Temperature dynamics of the structural relaxation times,t, of three
polymers, a high-Tg one ~a!, a medium-Tg one ~b!, and a low-Tg one @de-
scribed according to Eq.~1!#. All three VFT laws have the samet0 (10213 s)
and (D,T0) parameters as follows:~3, 430 K! ~a!; ~1, 430 K! ~b!; and ~3,
380 K! ~c!. The horizontal dashed line indicated the relaxation time~i.e.,
102 s) corresponding toTg . The vertical dotted line indicates theT0 tem-
perature for polymers~a! and~b!. TheT0 temperature for polymer~c! is out
of the plot.

FIG. 4. Two-dimensional view of 1.2mm gratings imaged by AFM:~a!
High-Tg polycarbonate resin replica of the master pattern and~b! nanoim-
printed PMMA 950 K gratings realized by using the high-Tg polymeric
molds.
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were imprinted with the same fidelity onto areas up to sev-
eral cm2. Similar results were obtained on PMMA 120 K.

The observed variations in the periodicity of the master,
the pressing mold, and the imprinted PMMA throughout the
patterned areas are of less than 5%~Figs. 4 and 6!, which is
comparable to the differences already present in the original
masters. We observed that the deepness of the imprinted
grooves can decrease with respect to that of the master

~about 360 nm in Fig. 6!, down to 190 and 120 nm for the
polycarbonate replica and the PMMA grating, respectively
~Fig. 6!. Deeper features can be obtained by using longer
heating times, both during the replica molding and during the
final imprinting, which provides ample time to the polymers
to move and to conform with the mold.

Moreover, we observe that, due to the incomplete filling
of the recessed regions of the replica by the target polymer,
double-crest features have been obtained on PMMA@Fig.
6~c!#. This is a general behavior of the imprinted polymers,
which initially pile up in the regions adjacent to the protrud-
ing areas of the mold, and it can be observed in all different
imprinting lithographies, including high-temperature,6 and
room-temperature16 nanoimprinting, and soft molding.4 The
cross-sectional profile of Fig. 6~c! shows that the two crests
of the imprinted features have quite different heights, likely
because of a slight slant of the pressing setup. The incom-
plete filling is also the reason for the roughness observed on
the top of the features of the replicated mold and, conse-
quently, on the bottom of the final target polymer. The root-
mean-square roughness was found to slightly increase from
11 nm~bottom of the features of the master! to 14 nm~top of
the mold and bottom of the imprinted PMMA!. Finally, com-
paring Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!, one notes a slight change in the
shape of the features, which have rounded tops in the master
and flatter bottoms in the replica. We believe that these dif-
ferences are due to the fact that no pressure is applied on the
system during the mold replication on polycarbonate, which
can affect the fidelity of the pattern transfer. Also, these ef-
fects can be reduced by longer thermal cycles.

Unlike conventional NIL, which produces a negative copy
of the master features on the target polymer, this approach
uses intermediate replicas to transfer the pattern thus preserv-
ing the same shape~positive! of the master on the target
polymer. Moreover, since the pressing mold for nanoimprint-
ing is replicated instead of being fabricated, this allows for a
faster mold fabrication and transfer procedure, whose overall
duration is of a few minutes, similarly to soft lithographies
employing elastomeric replicas. We could not find any sig-
nificant distortion of the polymer mold upon imprinting, and
the polycarbonate elements were used for many imprinting
cycles~up to five! without appreciable differences in the final
pattern transfer. The replica molding also prolongs the life of
the original master, avoiding the stresses due to the direct use
in the imprinting step. Further study is in progress in our
laboratory to assess the general validity of this technique,
and its applicability to different target polymers.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In this article, we report on a straightforward replica
molding procedure exploiting the glass transition of high-Tg

polymers, which allows the replication of master patterns
without using ultraviolet radiation, external pressure, and an-
tisticking layers during the replica fabrication. The molding
is carried out by driving the polymer aboveTg , like an usual
imprinting procedure, and the obtained rigid polymeric rep-
licas are used to transfer pattern into PMMA by NIL. The

FIG. 5. AFM two-dimensional view of 1.2mm period quartz master grating.

FIG. 6. AFM cross sections of the 1.2mm gratings:~a! Master,~b! polycar-
bonate replica, and~c! nanoimprinted PMMA 950 K.
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process can be applied to any polymer havingTg consider-
ably lower than the softness temperature of the replicated
master, with high fidelity of the pattern transfer. This ap-
proach to fabricating polymeric replicas allows a longer life
of the master fabricated by photo- or electron-beam lithog-
raphy, thus offering lower cost, higher throughput, and fast
operation in comparison with other imprint lithography
methods.
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